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Education & Research

⧫ What contribution can heritage 
make to the country’s recovery?

⧫ What is the threat to heritage?



What can archaeology offer?
Curriculum for Excellence 
Interdisciplinary Learning



What can archaeology offer?
Curriculum for Excellence
Learning for Sustainability

⧫ Interdisciplinary Learning

⧫ Critical Thinking

⧫ Skills for Work

⧫ Community Partnerships

⧫ Global Citizenship

⧫ Identity and Heritage

⧫ Outdoor Learning

Our vision is of a flourishing Scotland where sustainable and socially-just practices are 
the norm.... and our roles and responsibilities within a globally-interdependent world 
are recognised…learners are educated through their landscape and understand their 
environment, culture and heritage; and develop a sense of place and belonging to their 
local, national and global community, with a deep connection to the natural world. Here, 
learners will understand the significance of their choices, now and in the future.

The Report of the One Planet Schools Working Group (November 2012)





Priorities for recovery

Attainment and Skills Gap
Learning loss and the 'long-term skill loss has 
major economic implications.'*

Health and Wellbeing
'Culture will play a definitive role in the 
recovery of our wellbeing.'*

* 'Towards a robust, resilient wellbeing economy for Scotland'
Report of the Advisory Group on Economic Recovery



What do teachers want?

⧫ 80% interested in 
outreach

⧫ 67% interested in new 
digital formats

⧫ 80% interested in CPD

RSPB survey of 150 
teachers from 30/32 
local authorities 
asked what they'd like 
in the Autumn term



Supporting schools, teachers and pupils
Digital Resources to Support Learning
https://archaeologyscotland.org.uk/heritage-resources-portal/

https://archaeologyscotland.org.uk/heritage-resources-portal/


Supporting schools, teachers and pupils: 
Outdoor Learning

Physical distancing

Health and wellbeing

Numeracy, literacy,

closing the gap

Real world examples



Supporting schools, teachers and pupils: 
Heritage Hero Awards

⧫ Wider achievement awards for history heritage 
and archaeology projects

⧫ Founding principle- greater engagement is 
important to both young people and heritage

⧫ 2016 pilot, 12,619 award recipients

⧫ Lockdown – guidance created, more online 
support, format appreciated

https://archaeologyscotland.org.uk/learning/heritage-hero-awards/

https://archaeologyscotland.org.uk/learning/heritage-hero-awards/


Heritage Hero Awards as support tool

• Flexible
• Encourage (local) outdoor 

learning
• Equity, inclusivity and 

raising attainment
• Meaningful and recognised 

achievement
• Skills development and 

employability



Supporting schools, teachers and pupils

Attainment through Archaeology
Key concerns expressed (by young people) were the disruption of 
education and its effect on young people’s future skills and employability.

Young Scot Report

Attainment through Archaeology
is our skills and employability 
programme for young people. 
It supports pupils at risk of under 
achieving and links to the Curriculum 
for Excellence and My World of Work 
(Skills Development Scotland).

Archaeology helps develop transferable 
skills applicable to many jobs:
• teamwork
• critical thinking
• planning
• evaluating



Supporting schools, teachers and pupils 
and beyond...

Young Archaeologists' Club (YAC)
https://www.yac-uk.org/

The Young Archaeologists’ Club (YAC) is 
the only UK-wide club where 8-16 year 
olds can participate in real archaeology.

There are currently only 11 YAC branches 
in Scotland, therefore access is limited.

Youth work but also encourages 
intergenrational and family learning.

https://www.yac-uk.org/


What is the threat to heritage?

⧫ Competing priorities within schools.

⧫ Teachers having the skills, resources and confidence 
to deliver archaeology learning activities. CPD

⧫ Access to groups

⧫ Funding

⧫ We work closely with partners from across the 
heritage, youth and community sectors – we need 
them to survive this crisis too.

⧫ Lack of long-term empirical studies on benefits of our 
work

⧫ Getting our message to the right people



Archaeological Learning 
The benefit and impact of archaeology

Leaflet summarising the Archaeological Learning Report - a study commissioned as part of Aim 4 of 
Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy: Encouraging Greater Engagement. 
https://archaeologyscotland.org.uk/heritage-resources-portal/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2020/05/Archaeological-Learning-benefit-and-impact.pdf

The study showed how archaeology can be used as a tool to deliver the Curriculum for Excellence and 
scoped out ways that archaeological learning can benefit different audiences and deliver positive impacts 
in the context of national policy frameworks and educational provision.
http://archaeologystrategy.scot/fi les/2019/08/1517_ArchaeologicalLearning_Report-FINAL.pdf

https://archaeologyscotland.org.uk/heritage-resources-portal/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2020/05/Archaeological-Learning-benefit-and-impact.pdf
http://archaeologystrategy.scot/files/2019/08/1517_ArchaeologicalLearning_Report-FINAL.pdf


Looking to the future...

As a new way of teaching 
and school delivery 
emerges, archaeology, with 
a focus on outdoor learning, 
an interdisciplinary 
approach and impact on 
health and wellbeing, could 
play a key role.

Thank you!


